
Many stories, motivational and inspirational started this yatra for me. I am going to be as brief as I can 

with each story I tell. 

1. Babu rao’ drum seeder:- This innovation need a special mention, if only we can get this kind of 

innovation for every village. Not only inputs cost comes down drastically, one can say that this 

can save a lot of environmental damage by using as many environmental resources in optimal 

ways. Farmer, environment, consumer everyone is in a win.  

a. We might need awards for this innovation to properly pursue govt to supply this kind of 

innovations. Hopefully, this is already in pipeline. 

 

2. Shiva kumar’s Jacquard_loom computerization:- One needs to understand working of 

Jacquard_loom before understanding this innovation.  

a. Disposing punch card for every design, with crores of designs in market. One can 

understand wastage of material and effort to re-do every punch card for a design in 

market. 

b. Looking at innovation, understanding all this one can only salute and clap. What else can 

we say? 

 

3. Chandra sekhar’s story :-  

a. Herbal cream against mosquitoes?  

b. Herbal defense against nematodes who feed on food of plants? 

c. Seriously, what else should we say about this man. These medicines are useful for a 

wide variety of patients, trees. Point is how can we reach everyone; how can we do our 

bit for ourselves. 

 

4. Narsimha’s story :- 

a. Many a times we speak about industrial effluents causing problem to many of our lakes. 

We forget natural algae which is one of biggest head-ache for fisher men, life and death 

issue for many organisms in water. 

b. Western part of India, west Bengal might be a good market for this product given these 

areas are very much dependent on aquatic life. Though this point needs a lot of debate. 

 

5. Seshagiri’s dish washer:- 

a. These are days when urban areas where both in couple will be going for jobs, house 

maids cant cater their needs up-to-mark. Neither is working as house maid is honorable 

profession. Dishwashers in market can’t cater for India’s needs. Hope this will be of a 

good use for everyone. 

6. Ms.Rao’s innovation on many herbal solutions  

7. Rajendra prasad’s filter 

8. Raju anna’s story 



Co-Yatris 

Seriously Summer walk without you all, I would consider employing an ambulance.  

What can I write I am overwhelmed with words, it’s like 

oohalanni paatale kanula thotalo 

tholi kalala kavithale maata maatalo 

 

Briefly,  

1. I will never ever be able to understand battery technology as much as I did while walking with 

Raani madam 

2. Inspiration to write 1
st

 poem from Ramya 

3. Middle man’s pain while speaking with Sandeep 

4. Many pain points of a farmer while speaking with Brig.Ganesham 

5. Lady’s tongue plant thanks to Ramesh 

6. Happiest couple in hut even with out having a penny with them 

7. Can I ever be thankful enough for the discussions I had with anji reddy sir. 

8. River bath in summer seriously??? 

9. Positivity of crack 

10. About unknown and unknowable stranger 

11.  

Points to be worked on: - 

1. Gober gas plants in villages. 

a. We can have goshalas where group of cows can cater for milking needs of village and 

Gober gas is a byproduct. 

b. Also crowd sourcing for having Gober plants in go-shalas can be a benefitable modal. 

2. Narsimha’s invention in western India, west Bengal etc..., 

3. How can we take Chandra Sekhar’s innovations to common people and make this win-win for all 

 

Most humblilng journey, one can ever go through. No one is playing their roles everyone is equal. 

Refreshment from daily activity.  

I know am still missing so much which I need to write, but who am I kidding, are words enough to 

describe it??? 


